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HALTON DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD 
Special Education Advisory Committee       
JWS – Large Boardroom 
Tuesday, November 6, 2018, 7pm 
 

MINUTES 
 

Present:  Jason Bartlett (Member at Large, Chair); Amy Collard (Trustee Alternate); Lisa 
Cameron (Autism Ontario); Tammy Beattie (Learning Disabilities Association of 
Ontario); Dawn Spence (Association for Bright Children); Richelle Papin (Trustee); 
Lucille Morris (Member at Large); Diane Vandenbossche (Learning Disabilities 
Association of Halton); Sophia Siddiqi (Halton Down’s Syndrome); Sherry Foster 
(Association for Bright Children); Denise Nacev (Member at Large, Vice-Chair); Melissa 
Dockeray (Easter Seal Ontario); Leah Reynolds (Trustee Alternate) 

 
Staff: Mark Zonneveld (Superintendent); Sean Marks (Principal of Special Education); Lorna 

Goodrow (Administrator-Student Services)  
  
Regrets: Sherry Foster (Association for Bright Children); Mike Brown (Halton Down Syndrome 

Association); Ali Chaudhry (Trustee) 
                             
Trustees: Ann Harvey-Hope; Joanna Oliver 
 

1.0 Opening 
1.1. Welcome and Call to Order 

J. Bartlett called the meeting to order at 7:04 p.m.   
    

1.2  Approval of Agenda 
#122-19 M. Dockeray, D. Vandenbossche 

Be it resolved that the Special Education Advisory Committee approved the agenda for November 6, 
2018 as amended.  
   Carried Unanimously                                                               
2.0 Call for Notices of Motion/Reports to the Board 

None 
 
3.0 Action 
  3.1 Minutes of October 2, 2018  meeting 

#123-19    R. Papin, D. Spence 
Be it resolved that the minutes for the meeting of the Special Education Advisory Committee for 
October 2, 2018 be approved.  D. Vandenbossche asked that the wording under Section 3.4 be 
amended from Trustees to SEAC members and Board of Trustees changed to new SEAC 
Committee.                                                        
     
     
   Carried Unanimously 
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  3.2 Student Trustees on SEAC - Update  
 
D. Nacev distributed information on the above to all members before this evening’s meeting. 
A. Collard commented that this is what trustees would work from in order to imbed the concept into 
our current policy.  She further explained that this will need a motion from SEAC in order to be 
brought forward to trustees as a recommendation.  D. Nacev brought forward a motion to the floor.   
A. Collard seconded this motion.   J. Bartlett called for a vote.  Be it resolved that there was 
unanimous approval for this motion.  
   
  3.3 Reflection – Past 4 Years and Orientation for New Committee 
 
J. Bartlett and M. Zonneveld asked that the members split into two groups.  The two groups were 
given 5 questions from J. Bartlett and M. Zonneveld.  The questions and responses will be gathered 
and shared as a document to all members.   
 
  3.4 New SEAC Committee Process – Dates/Deadlines 
 
M. Zonneveld handed out a letter from the Board to all SEAC members present. This letter outlined 
the eligibility criteria for the nomination process, how to nominate SEAC representatives and 
alternates and the deadline for this process.  He further commented that an ad will be sent to the local 
newspapers as well, explaining the nomination process and deadlines for organizations and members 
at large. M. Zonneveld also confirmed that the orientation date for the new SEAC committee for 2019 
will be held on January 29, 2019. 
 
4.0 Questions from the Public 
None 
 
5.0   SEAC Discussion/Question Period 
 
J. Bartlett brought up the draft letter that he asked to be circulated prior to this evening’s meeting.  He 
further commented that this draft letter is intended to go to the new incoming Chair and new Trustee 
Board.  J. Bartlett asked the members that were present if they had any comments on this draft 
letter?  The draft letter outlines some guidelines on what SEAC would like to see in a trustee 
representative for the next term. 
A. Collard cautioned that this draft letter could be seen as inflammatory. She further explained that 
the purpose of SEAC is to provide advice on the programs and services, it’s not to direct trustees.  
She feels that this draft letter will not be well received. J. Bartlett asked A. Collard to expand on her 
comments.  A. Collard explained that the presumption is that if a trustee does not have an exceptional 
child, that the trustee might not understand their role. She voiced her concern over this and that this 
should not be a factor.  J. Bartlett commented that it would be preferable that a candidate ideally have 
“exposure to a child with exceptional needs”, as this would help the trustee understand what is 
required of a parent in this situation.  A. Collard disagreed with J. Bartlett’s comments and further 
commented that we want to have trustees who are interested in Special Education and want to learn. 
A. Collard further explained that there are several committees and the trustees often times choose 
committees that they are not familiar with so they can learn.  J. Bartlett explained that the items listed 
in the letter are not mandatory, just guidelines for what SEAC feels ideal candidates would be.  
Trustees don’t have to agree with this. He feels that this should be looked at like a job posting.   
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S. Siddiqi was very happy with the draft letter and fully supports it. D. Vandenbossche commented 
that LDAH supports the draft letter. 
D. Nacev commented that SEAC is asking that our voice at the trustee table is strong for our 
students. 
A. Collard would have preferred that there was some requested input from SEAC before the draft 
letter was sent out prior to this evening’s meeting. 
D. Vandenbossche explained that the idea of the draft letter came about by various members of 
SEAC approaching J. Bartlett individually/privately with their various concerns.  
R. Papin explained the process of being picked to be on various committees. When you are elected 
and have your first meeting you submit your choices for what committee you would like to be on. Is 
not sure where the criteria in the draft letter would fit into the decision making of which trustees are 
appointed to sit on SEAC. 
D. Nacev commented that the draft letter is meant to be viewed as SEAC’s thoughts/opinions and not 
as a direction of what trustees should do. 
R. Papin commented that SEAC members are entitled to their thoughts/opinions, but need to 
remember that there is no guarantee that these thoughts/opinions will be filled. 
 
L. Morris asked that J. Bartlett bring forward a motion to the floor for this draft letter to be submitted to 
the Board of Trustees.  J. Bartlett brought this motion forward.  D. Vandenbossche seconded this 
motion. A. Collard will not be supporting this draft letter and opposed this motion.  J. Bartlett called for 
a vote.  Be it resolved that the motion was carried. 
  
S. Siddiqi asked M. Zonneveld to provide further details on the cancellation of the swimming program. 
M. Zonneveld explained that it’s not a cancellation, but a hold.  This was specific to life skills and CPP 
classes. The decision was two-fold.  Firstly, OPHEA revised their guidelines and our Board felt that 
we needed to reassess our programming around this to ensure the safety of our students, staff and 
public. Secondly, even before OPHEA’s revised guidelines were shared, the Board was looking at our 
own practices, due to the questions being raised by our Board’s revisions to our procedures for 
Understanding and Managing Aggressive Behaviour (UMAB). 
S. Siddiqi asked about a timeline on when the swimming program will resume. M. Zonneveld 
explained that we are looking at doing a “pilot” based on revisions to the program but will need to find 
out more details on when the program will resume.  
 
S. Siddiqi asked for more clarification on the assistive device camps that were run in the summer. 
She has been hearing messaging at the school level that if your child needs an EA, they cannot 
participate. M. Zonneveld was concerned about this messaging/communication and will ensure that 
the messaging/communication to parents going forward is accurate. 
 
D. Vandenbossche requested a copy of the Ministry’s October 31st enrollment report, specifically the 
section on exceptionalities and how many IEPs are identified and unidentified. M. Zonneveld will 
share this information with SEAC. D. Vandenbossche further commented that last year she 
questioned why there were 1600 students with non identified IEPs.  She is questioning what is the 
messaging that parents are receiving when parents are asking about going to IPRC?  
 
M. Zonneveld responded that staff are directed to have a discussion with parents regarding the needs 
of their child and what would the benefits of an identification be for the child.  Parents have a range of 
feelings/perspectives about this. We are looking for the best outcome for the benefit of that student.  
The Board does not dissuade identification nor are we pushing identification.  The IPRC process is 
very individual for every family/child. 
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6.0  Communication to SEAC 

6.1Superintendent’s Report –November 6, 2018 

1.     New Mental Health Strategy Resource - Everyday Well-Being Activities for Secondary 
Students:  This set of well-being activities was developed for classroom use across all secondary 
programs and grades with a focus on short, easy-to-implement strategies. Each activity provides 
all the instructions, links and materials needed, plus an estimate of time and trust level required. 
These activities have been tried and used by HDSB secondary teachers. 
  
2.     External Agency Partnerships:  The board enjoys working in partnership with many external 
agencies in providing services to our students.  Some, but not all, of these agencies include Big 
Brothers Big Sisters, CAS, ADAPT, ROCK, Halton Women’s Place, Nelson Youth Centre, and 
Elizabeth Fry Society.  Each agency completes an application to work with our students in 
schools each year.  We will be working with them to develop MOUs to further define and 
articulate our relationships going forward. 

 
3.     Hire Higher Conference:  Last week Autism Life Path facilitated Temple Grandin coming to 
Halton to talk to students, families and employers about the possibilities and benefits of hiring 
people of all abilities in our community work places.  On Friday morning staff attended a session 
on the specific strategies for hiring and supporting individuals with disabilities and learned about 
the many benefits to employers, individuals and our larger community.  HDSB was a financial 
supporter of this conference. 

  6.2  Association Reports 
 
D. Vandenbossche  –reported that March 21, 2019 is the Annual Solutions For Learning 
Conference.  Flyers will be out shortly and registration will be open this week. 
 

6.3  Trustee Reports  
 
R. Papin -  A new Board of Trustees will be sworn in at the beginning of December.  Two more 
meetings will be held with this Board, November 7 and 21. For action tomorrow night, we will receive 
Policy Feedback on the operational leadership and fundraising.  For information, the following policies 
will be coming to the Board: 

 Options for Solar Installations - Report 18149 

 Promoting Public Confidence - Report 18144 

 Financial Statements - 18145 
  

  6.4  Committees and Other Reports  

 PIC - D. Spence commented conference was held last month and it was a great success. 

 Accessibility Coordinating Committee - A. Harvey-Hope will forward minutes of last meeting.  

 Special Education Review – D. Nacev commented that the committee met today. Are we 
aligned with best practices for assessments for LD and Gifted? Are people getting the right 
access to programming at the right time? 

 Equity & Inclusive Education Advisory Steering Committee - A. Harvey-Hope will share 
minutes of this meeting as well. M. Dockeray commented that she felt her representation 
wasn’t needed on this committee.  R. Papin and M. Zonneveld both feel it’s important to have a 
voice from SEAC on this committee.  
M. Zonneveld thanked M. Dockeray for raising her concerns/feelings about being a rep on this 
committee and will bring them forward to the incoming Chair and new SEAC members at 
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February’s meeting.  M. Zonneveld expressed that we want to ensure that all voices are being 
heard and that SEAC members feel represented on all committees. 

 Working Together Document – M. Zonneveld commented that content is important but also the 
formatting and how it will be presented to the public is being worked on at the moment. 

 MMR/LBP Integration Update – J. Bartlett commented that final meeting was today. “Lessons 
learned”, notes and suggestions were made. Highlights were that it went “quite well”.  
 

7.0  Next Agenda/Order Paper 
 

New SEAC Committee 
Mental Health Update 
M. Zonneveld confirmed that January 29, 2019 will be the orientation evening for our new SEAC 
members. He also confirmed that the first Tuesdays of the month at 7:00 pm is still the preferred time 
to hold our SEAC meetings. 
 

8.0 Adjournment 
 
8.1Concluding Remarks – J. Bartlett thanked everyone for their time and commitment over this 
term of SEAC.  M. Zonneveld also expressed his appreciation on behalf of our staff.  We are all 
in partnership together. This is very much a collaborative place and we work very well together.  I 
look forward to working with you again in the new year. 
 

    8.2  Motion to Adjourn 
#124-19 D. Vandenbossche, L. Morris  
           “THAT the meeting be adjourned.”    
              
        
     Carried Unanimously   
        
       The meeting adjourned at 9:20 pm 


